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Abstract
We consider an extension of the Markowitz mean}variance optimization framework
to multiple return and risk scenarios. It is well known that asset return forecasts and risk
estimates are inherently inaccurate. The method proposed provides a means for considering rival representations of the future. The optimal portfolio is computed, simultaneously
with the worst case, to take account of all rival scenarios. This is a min-max strategy
which is essentially equivalent to a robust pooling of the scenarios. Robustness is ensured
by the noninferiority of min}max. For example, a basic worst-case optimal return is
guaranteed in view of multiple return scenarios. If robustness happens to have too high
a cost, guided by the min}max pooling, it is also possible to explore other pooling
alternatives. A min}max algorithm is used to solve the problem and illustrate the robust
character of min}max with return and risk scenarios. We study the properties of the
min}max risk}return frontier and compare with the potentially suboptimal worst-case
where the investment strategy and the worst case are computed separately.  2000
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1. Introduction: The optimal portfolio problem
The success of many "nancial strategies is measured by comparisons against
a variety of benchmarks. Important examples are equity tracking funds. In this
paper, we consider a new approach which extends the classical mean}variance
framework due to Markowitz to allow for multiple forecast scenarios. The
optimal decision is based on a min}max strategy which ensures robustness to
scenarios. The optimal portfolio is no longer determined by a single scenario but
depends simultaneously on all the scenarios.
Consider the mean}variance framework for given a3[0, R]
min +J (u)"u3X,,
?
S

(1.1)

where J (u) is the quadratic objective function
?
J (u)"!1E(r), u2#a1u!u, K(u!u)2,
?

(1.2)

E(r)31L is the expected return vector of the set of assets being considered with
r"E(r)#e,

(1.3)

e&N(0, K) is the random error, K31L"L is the covariance matrix of the
returns, u31L is the portfolio weights to be optimally determined, u denotes the
benchmark weights which u should follow closely, and X is the feasible set of
these weights, including the restrictions speci"ed by the investor. This formulation enables the tracking of benchmark u. The error e can be viewed either as the
error between the actual return and its forecast, E(r) or, the error of the return
from its historical mean, when E(r) is equivalent to this mean. Consequently,
K can be the covariance of the return forecast errors or the historical covariance
of the return. The former seems to be the risk measure more consistent with the
return forecasts. The parameter a is the price of risk, interpreted as the shadow
price of an associated optimization constrained by the quadratic risk in (1.2).
Accordingly, as a increases from zero, so does the emphasis on caution, or risk
aversion.
The main di$culty with (1.1) is the importance of the forecast return, E(r), and
risk, K, estimates in the determination of the investment strategy. Although it
seems natural that these data should be su$ciently precise for the optimal
strategy to be useful, the inherent inaccuracy of these estimates is well known in
"nance. In practice, therefore, the formulation of the optimal portfolio problem
(1.1) is an oversimpli"cation. Originating from rival economic and "nancial

 This formulation ensures the simultaneous maximization of expected return and minimization of
expected risk.
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theories, there exist rival return forecasts purporting to represent the same
"nancial system. The problem of forecasting has been approached through
forecast pooling by Fuhrer and Haltmaier (1986), Granger and Newbold (1977),
Lawrence et al. (1986) and Makridakis and Winkler (1983). The extension of
pooling to optimal policy design is often achieved using stochastic programming
approaches by considering the probability of each scenario and evaluating
approximate expected values (e.g. Kall and Wallace, 1994; Pardalos and Sandstrom, 1994). An alternative is discussed in Becker et al. (1986) where the robust
pooling is computed using a min}max approach. In this paper, we propose
a min}max strategy, based on multiple scenarios for these forecasts, to inject
robustness in view of such inaccuracies. The robustness of min}max stems from
its basic property: it is the best decision determined simultaneously with the
worst-case scenario. In Section 2, we introduce the strategy and establish its
robustness. The rest of this paper is organized as follows: in Section 3, we
describe the basic min}max algorithm. In Section 4, we consider variations of
the basic strategy to return and risk scenarios. In Section 5, we discuss numerical
experiments on optimal bond portfolios. Finally, in Section 6 we present our
summary and conclusions.

2. Rival forecast scenarios and robustness of min}max
In the presence of rival forecasts for an investment policy, the investor may
wish to take account of all existing rival scenarios in the design of the optimal
policy. One strategy in such a situation is to adopt the worst-case design
problem
min max +JG (u)"u3X; i"1,2, m,,
?
S
G

(2.1)

where there are i"1,2, m scenarios, JG , denoting the objective function for
?
the ith scenario. This is an extension of the intuitive, but potentially suboptimal,
approach based on determining the optimal strategy corresponding to each
scenario and adopting the least damaging strategy in view of all the scenarios
(Chow, 1979). Optimality in (2.1) is no longer based on a single scenario, but on
all the scenarios simultaneously.
Example. (Rival exchange rate scenarios). Among rival forecast problems, an
important class is the exchange rate scenarios arising in multi-currency investments. The rival returns arising from each forecast scenario can be used in the
above framework to determine the best decision, robust to di!ering exchange
rate regimes. Suppose E(r) is the only return scenario in a given currency and
there are eG, i"1,2, m, exchange rate scenarios for that currency. Thus, the
corresponding overall return scenario is (eG;E(r)), i"1,2, m.
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Problem (2.1) seeks the optimal strategy corresponding to the most adverse
circumstance due to choice of scenario. All rival scenarios are assumed to be
known. The solution of (2.1) clearly does not provide general insurance against
the eventuality that an unknown (m#1)st scenario might actually represent
the system; it is just a robust strategy against known competing &scenarios'.
Nevertheless, it does provide some speci"c cover for unknown scenarios, as
discussed below.
To introduce the basic terminology, let JK (u): 1LP1L be a twice continuously
di!erentiable function


J(u)
?
$

JK (u)" JG (u) .
?
$
JK(u)
?

Let 1H31K , 1S31L be vectors whose elements are all unity. We de"ne the
simplices
1K"+j31K"1j, 1H2"1; j50,,
>

(2.2)

and
1L "+u31L"1u, 1S2"1; u50,.
(2.3)
>
In practice, X-1L . The results below are applicable to a general feasible set for
>
which the "rst-order optimality conditions of (1.1) are well de"ned (Rustem,
1998, Chapter 1).
Problem (2.1) is solved by the nonlinear programming problem which optimizes the outcome corresponding to the worst-case scenario. Let l denote the
value of the worst-case objective. Thus, l is the worst-case outcome being
minimized
min +l"JK (u)41Hl; u3X,,
S JZ1L>
where l31.

(2.4)

 A general continuum of scenarios addresses the case of uncertain parameters assuming values
within a given continuous range. Examples are discussed in Howe et al. (1994,1996), Howe and
Rustem (1997) and an algorithm for continuous min}max is given in Rustem and Howe (1999).
 Although the restriction u50 excludes short sales for simplicity and straightforwad adherence
to the original mean}variance formulation, the approach discussed in this paper admits all convex
feasible sets, X.
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It should be noted that min}max is a cautious strategy based on the worstcase scenario. The insurance provided by the strategy may be relaxed by
adopting a less extreme formulation based on a dual approach to (2.1) and (2.4)
(Rustem, 1987, 1992). Lemmas 1 and 2 below introduce the dual approach and
establish an equivalent min}max scenario pooling representation to show the
robustness of min}max.
Lemma 1. (Pooling representation). Problem (2.1) is equivalent to the continuous
min}max problem
min max +1j, JK (u)2"j31K; u3X,.
>
S
H

(2.5)

Proof. The maximum of m numbers is equal to the maximum of their convex
combination (Medanic and Andjelic, 1971, 1972; Cohen, 1981). 䊐
Let j be the value of j that solves (2.5). The "rst-order optimality conditions
H
of (2.4) and (2.5) show that j is also the shadow price associated with the
H
inequality constraints in (2.4). A feature of (2.5) that makes it preferable to (2.1) is
that jG can also be interpreted as the importance attached by the investor to
scenario i.
The signi"cance of (2.5) is that it represents the multiple scenario problem as the
pooling of the scenarios with the vector j. In (2.5), j is determined to maximize
the objective, as the worst- case. An alternative would be the speci"cation of j by
the investor, prior to the solution of the optimization problem. In that case,
j would indicate the prior beliefs of the investor in the scenarios, with (2.5)
replaced by
min +1j, JK (u)2"u3X,.
S

(2.6)

This represents a milder, and less robust, alternative to min}max. There may be
cases in which the min}max solution j may be too cautious to implement. The
H
investor may then wish to assign a value to j, in a neighbourhood of j , and
H
consider a more acceptable strategy by minimizing 1j, JK (u)2, with respect to u,
for the given j. Another interpretation of (2.5) is in terms of the robust character
of min}max discussed in Lemma 2 below.
In order to discuss the robustness property explicitly, we need to adopt
a reasonably general formulation of the feasible set X and then consider the
optimality conditions of (2.1), (2.4) and (2.5) (see Rustem, 1998). Let the feasible
set be given by
X"+u31L " F(u)40,,
>

(2.7)
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where F is a vector-valued function whose elements are continuously di!erentiable. We de"ne the Lagrangian of (2.5), for X given by (2.7), by
L(u, j, p, f, h, k, g)"1j, JK (u)2!1u, p2#(1u, 1S2!1)f#1F(u), h2
#1j, k2#(1j, 1H2!1)g
where p, f, h, k, g are the multipliers of u50, 1u, 1S2"1, F(u)40, j50 and
11H, j2"1, respectively. Let u , j , p , f , h , k , g solve (2.5). The necessary
H H H H H H H
conditions for optimality of (2.5), for X given by (2.7), are
JK (u )j !p #1Sf # F(u )h "0,
(2.8a)
S
H H
H
H
S
H H
JK (u )#k #1Hg "0,
(2.8b)
H
H
H
11S, u 2"1, u 50, 1u , p 2"0, p 50,
(2.8c)
H
H
H H
H
F(u )40, 1F(u ), h 2"0, h 50,
(2.8d)
H
H H
H
11H, j 2"1, j 50,
(2.8e)
H
H
1j , k 2"0, k 50.
(2.8f)
H H
H
The min}max strategy ensures a basic guaranteed performance (e.g. return) in
view of the multiple scenarios. Its noninferiority, or robustness, ensures that the
strategy ensures an optimal guaranteed lower bound on performance. Lemma
2 below is an explicit statement of this property, originally discussed in Rustem
(1987). We consider its application to (2.1), (2.4)}(2.5) and discuss the basic
guaranteed performance, noninferiority, robustness of min}max.
Lemma 2. (Robustness). Let
(i) X be given by (2.7);
(ii) there exists a min}max solution to (2.5), denoted by (u , j );
H H
(iii) JK (u) and F(u) be once diwerentiable at u ; and,
H
(iv) strict complementarity hold for j50 at the solution.
Then, for i, j, l3+1, 2,2, m,, we have
(a) JG (u )"JG (u ),
∀i, j (iOj)
i! jG , jH 3(0, 1);
? H
? H
H H
(b) JG (u )"JG (u )'Jl (u ), ∀i, j, l(lOi, j) i! jl "0 and jG , jH 3(0, 1);
? H
H
H H
? H
? H
(c) JG (u )'JH (u ),
∀j ( jOi)
i! jG "1;
? H
? H
H
(d) JG (u )(JH (u ),
∀j ( jOi)
i! jG "0.
? H
? H
H
Proof. For (a), necessity can be shown by considering (2.8f ), which yields
jG kG "jH kH "0 for jG , jH 3(0, 1)
H H
H H
H H
and then kG "kH "0. Using (2.8b) we have JG (u )"JH (u ).
H
H
? H
? H
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Su$ciency is established with JG (u )"JH (u ) and noting from (2.8b)
? H
? H
1j , JK (u )#k #1Hg 2"0.
H
H
H
H
From (2.8e) and (2.8f ) we have 11H, j 2"1 and 1j , k 2"0 and
H
H H
g "!1JK (u ), j 2.
H
H H
Premultiplying equality (2.8b) by 1H and using this equality yields
0"11H, JK (u )2#11H, k 2#11H, 1H2g "11H, k 2.
H
H
H
H
By (2.8f ), k "0 and strict complementarity implies that jG , jH 3(0, 1), ∀i, j.
H
H H
To show case (b), consider (2.8f ) for jG , jH 3(0, 1), jl "0. We have
H H
H
jG kG "jH kH "jl kl "0,
H H
H H
H H
thence kG "kH "0 and, by strict complementarity, kl '0. From (2.8b) we
H
H
H
have
0"JK(u )#g #kK , m"i, j;
? H
H
H
l
l
0"J (u )#g #k ,
? H
H
H
and thus

(2.9a)
(2.9b)

Jl (u )!JK(u )"!kl (0, m"i, j.
? H
? H
H
For su$ciency, let JG (u )"JH (u )'Jl (u ). Combining (2.9) and (2.8f ) yields
? H
? H
? H
jl (Jl (u )!JK(u ))"jl (kK !kl )"jl kK 50.
H ? H
? H
H H
H
H H
Since Jl (u )!JK(u )(0, we have jl "0. With jl "0, ∀l, Jl (u )(JK(u ),
? H
? H
H
H
? H
? H
we can use (a) for those i, j for which JG (u )"JH (u ) to establish kG "kH "0.
? H
? H
H
H
By strict complementarity this implies that jG , jH 3(0, 1).
H H
Case (c) can be established noting that for jG "1, we have kG "0, jH "0,
H
H
H
∀jOi and, by strict complementarity, kH '0. From (2.8b) and (2.8f ) we thus
H
obtain
JH (u )!JG (u )4kG !kH "!kH (0.
H
? H
? H
H
H
Conversely, JG (u )'JG (u ) implies
? H
? H
jH (JH (u )!JG (u ))"jH kG 50
H ? H
? H
H H
and thus jH "0, ∀jOi. Case (d) is the converse of (c). 䊐
H
The above result illustrates the way in which j is related to JK (u ). When
H
H
some of the elements of j are such that jG 3(0, 1) for some i3MH
H
+1, 2,2, m,, it is shown that the JG (u ), i3M, have the same value. In this
? H
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case, the optimal policy u yields the same objective function value whichever
H
forecast scenario happens to be realised. Thus, u is a robust policy. The investor
H
is ensured that implementing u will yield an objective function value that is at
H
least as good as the min}max optimum. This noninferiority of u may, on the
H
other hand, amount to a cautious approach with a high cost. The investor can,
in such circumstances, use j as a guide and seek in its neighbourhood a slightly
H
less cautious scheme that is more acceptable. Choosing j"jM from a reasonably
close neighbourhood of j , the optimal strategy is based on (2.6). In (2.6), jM is
H
"xed and represents a pooling of all the scenarios. In general, jM 31K can be
>
chosen arbitrarily to re#ect the views and expectations of the investor. However,
as all expected value optimization needs to be justi"ed in view of the worst-case
scenario, a choice in the neighbourhood of j would be desirable.
H
Example (Robust pooling). If the min}max over three functions J(u), J(u) and
?
?
J(u) is being computed, then, at the solution, J"J(u)'J i!, j , j 3(0, 1)
?
?
 
?
?
and j "0 or J'J(u)5J i! j "1 and j "j "0. Lemma 2 states this

?
?
?



in greater generality. Since j is chosen to maximize the Lagrangian, the solution
can be seen as a robust optimum in the sense of a worst-case design problem.
Example (Benchmark-relative return formulation). The min}max framework admits the possibility of benchmark-relative return maximization. Consider the
objective function
min +!1E(r), u!u2#a1u!u, K(u!u)2"u3X,,
S

(2.10)

which attempts to maximize the benchmark-relative return as opposed to
absolute return. This is important when the aim is to explore the possibility of
outperforming a benchmark. Unfortunately, as 1E(r), u2 is a constant term,
solution of (2.10) is identical to the original mean}variance problem in
(1.1)}(1.2). This can be veri"ed by comparing the optimality conditions of both
problems (see Rustem, 1998). Thus, as the absolute value of portfolio return is
already being maximized in (1.1)}(1.2), there is nothing more that can be done to
improve the performance further relative to a benchmark.
In the min}max formulation, the above concern about performance can be
properly addressed. In general, as di!erent scenarios lead to di!erent portfolio
return values, the measurement of the performance of the portfolio return
relative to a benchmark would be of interest. In this case, relative return will
in#uence portfolio choice and performance. Consider (2.1) with an objective
function augmented by the relative return term corresponding to scenario i,
[1E(r), u2]G,
min max +JG (u)#[1E(r), u2]G "u3X; i"1,2, m,.
?
S
G

(2.11)
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It is straightforward to show that the equivalent nonlinear programming formulation, corresponding to (2.4), is given by
min +l " g(u)41Hl, u3X,,
S JZ1L>
where



g(u)"

J(u)#[1E(r), u2]
?
$
JG (u)#[1E(r), u2]G
?
$



.

JK(u)#[1E(r), u2]K
?
It can be veri"ed from optimality conditions (2.8) that benchmark-relative
return considers the best benchmark-relative portfolio performance for the
worst-case scenario.
Consider scenarios de"ned by rival return estimates E(rG); i"1,2, mand
the portfolio problem
min max +!1E(rG), u!u2#a1u!u, K(u!u)2"u3X,
S
G
i"1,2, m,.
The solution is the best benchmark-relative performance in view of the worstcase return scenario.

3. The min}max algorithm
Algorithms for solving (2.1) have been considered by a number of authors,
including Charalambous and Conn (1978), Coleman (1978), Conn (1979), Demyanov and Maloemzov (1974), Demyanov and Pevnyi (1972), Dutta and
Vidyasagar (1977), Go$n et al. (1992), Han (1981), Murray and Overton (1980),
Polak et al. (1988). In the constrained case, discussed in some of these studies,
global and local convergence rates have not been established (e.g. Coleman,
1978; Dutta and Vidyasagar, 1977). In Rustem (1992,1998), a dual approach to
(2.1) is used, along with the primal, to formulate a superlinearly convergent
algorithm.
The algorithm for general nonlinear constraints is discussed in detail in
Rustem (1992) and Rustem and Nguyen (1998). If the constraints are linear
equalities and inequalities, as is mostly the case for optimal portfolio problems
in "nance, the algorithm simpli"es considerably and is relatively easy to
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implement. In this section, we describe the algorithm for linear constraints
which is used in computing the results discussed in this paper. Consider,
therefore, the feasible set
X"+u31L "F2u4f ,.
(3.1)
>
where F2u4f is a system of linear inequalities with F a matrix of n rows. We
assume that XO.
Let H( ) ) denote the Hessian of the Lagrangian L, with respect to u,
evaluated at ( ) ). Consider the pooled objective function
F(x, j)"1j, JK (x)2
and its linear approximation, with respect to u, at a point u ,
I
F (u, j)"1j, (JK (u )# JK (u )2(u!u ))2,
I
I
I
I
where JK (u)31L"K is the matrix
JK (u)"[ J(u) $2$ JK(u)].
?
?
We shall sometimes denote JK (u) and JK (u), evaluated at u , by JK and
I
I
respectively. Thus, for

(3.2)

JK ,
I

d"u!u ,
I
(3.2) can be written as
F (u #d, j)"1j, JK # JK 2d2.
I I
I
I
The quadratic objective function used to compute the direction of progress is
given by
F (u #d, j)#1d, HK d2
I
I I

where the matrix HK is a symmetric positive semi-de"nite approximation to
I
H(u ). The direction of progress at each iteration of the algorithm is determined
I
by the quadratic subproblem
min max +F (u #d, j)# 1d, HK d2"u #d3X; j31K,.
I I

>
I
I
S
H

(3.3)

Since the min}max subproblem is more complex, we also consider the quadratic
programming subproblem
min +l#1d, HK d2"u #d3X;
JK 2d#JK 41Hl,.
(3.4)

I
I
I
I
1L>
S JZ
The two subproblems are equivalent, but (3.4) involves fewer variables. The
multipliers associated with JK 2d#JK 41Hl are the values and the solution of
I
I
either subproblem satis"es common optimality conditions (Rustem, 1992).
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Let the value of (d, j, l) solving (3.3) and (3.4) be denoted by (d , j
,l
).
I I> I>
The stepsize along d is de"ned using the equivalent min}max formulation (2.1).
I
Thus, consider the function
t(u)" max
+JG (u),
?
GZ+  2 K,
and
+JG (u )#1 JG (u ), d2,.
t (d)" max
? I
? I
I
GZ+  2 K,
The stepsize strategy determines q as the largest value of q"(c)H, c3(0, 1), j"0,
I
1, 2,2 such that u
given by
I>
u
"u #q d
I>
I
I I

(3.5)

satis"es the inequality
t(u
)!t(u )4oq U(d ),
I>
I
I
I

(3.6a)

where o3(0, 1) is a given scalar and
U(d )"t (d )!t(u )#1d , HK d 2.
I
I I
I
 I I I

(3.6b)

The stepsize q determined by (3.6) basically ensures that u
reduces the
I
I>
objective t(u) and, since X is convex, remains feasible. It is shown in Rustem
(1992,1998) that (3.6) can always be ful"lled by the following algorithm.
The Algorithm
Step 0: Given u 3X, and small positive numbers o, c, such that o3(0, 1),

c3(0, 1), the initial Hessian approximation, HK , set k"0.

Step 1: Compute JK . Solve the quadratic subproblem (3.3) or (3.4) (choosing
I
(3.3) or (3.4) de"nes a particular algorithm) to obtain d , j
, and the
I I>
associated multiplier vectors. In (3.4), we also compute l
.
I>
Step 2: Test for optimality: If optimality is achieved, stop. Else, go to Step 3.
Step 3: Find the smallest nonnegative integer j such that q "cHI , with
I
I
u
given by (3.5), such that the inequality (3.6) is satis"ed.
I>
Step 4: Update HK to compute HK
, set k"k#1 and go to Step 1.
I
I>
HK is evaluated using Powell's (1978) modi"cation to the BFGS quasiI
Newton formula (Broyden, 1969, 1970; Fletcher, 1970; Goldfarb, 1970; Shanno,
1970).
In Rustem (1992) and Rustem and Nguyen (1998), it is shown that d is
I
a descent direction; the algorithm converges, at a Q-superlinear rate, to a solution of the min}max problem and the stepsize q converges to unity.
I
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4. Rival risk and return scenario models
In the original min}max framework of (2.1), rival forecast scenarios may be
associated with common risk over all scenarios, or corresponding rival benchmark/risk scenarios, or there may exist rival risk scenarios, independent of rival
returns. We consider the following "ve portfolio models (M}m: Min}max):
E
E
E
E

Simple mean}variance: M (Fixed Return; Fixed Risk)
M}m rival return scenarios: M (Rival Return Scenarios; Fixed Risk)
M}m rival return-risk scenario pairs: M (Rival Return-Risk Scenario Pairs)
M}m rival return and rival risk scenarios: M (Rival Return Scenarios; Rival
Risk Scenarios)
E M}m rival benchmark/risk scenarios: M (Fixed Return; Rival Benchmark/Risk Scenarios)

M (Rival Return Scenarios; Fixed Risk). The simplest multiple scenario model is
the case with rival return forecasts. To illustrate this, consider the ith scenario
given by E(rG)31L and
JG (u)"!1E(rG), u2#a1u!u, K(u!u)2
?

(4.1a)

rG"E(rG)#e

(4.1b)

with

and, as in (1.2), u is the vector of benchmark weights. Hence, in (4.1) the risk
model is assumed to be common across all the scenarios. Let R31L"K be the
matrix
R"[E(r) $2$ E(rG) $2$ E(rK)].

(4.2a)

For (4.1), the min}max problem (2.4) can be expressed as
min +!l#a1u!u, K(u!u)2"u3X; R2u51Hl,
(4.2b)
S JZ1L>
which is a quadratic programming problem. Algorithms for solving (4.2b) are
discussed, for example, in Gill et al. (1981).
Min}max is a robust strategy with respect to the speci"ed scenarios. It cannot
be expected to be robust to general unspeci"ed scenarios. Yet, it does provide
some cover: robustness to certain scenarios, not speci"ed in the problem formulation, can be assured. Let E(r ) be a return vector not taken into consideration in
the scenario set E(rG), i"1,2, m, in (4.2).
The extent of robustness cover provided by the min}max strategy for scenarios, E(r ), not included in min}max formulation is summarized in Lemma 3.
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Lemma 3. Let
(i) u , l solve (4.2); and,
H H
(ii) E(r )"RW with W31K.
>
Then, we have 1E(r ), u 25l .
H
H
Proof. Premultiplying R2u 51Hl by W yields the desired result. 䊐
H
H
The robust character of min}max, in Lemma 2, is in the noninferiority of the
strategy to any scenario other than those actively contributing to the min}max
decision, with jG 3(0, 1). Lemma 3 establishes the noninferiority of the strategy
H
for all possible forecasts E(r ) that can be expressed as a convex combination of
the speci"ed scenarios. Equivalently, the min}max strategy, u , l would be
H H
unchanged if E(r ) was added to problem (2.4) or (2.5) as an additional,
(mQAC#1)st, scenario.
M (Rival Return}Risk Scenario pairs). The second min}max portfolio model
arises when each rival return forecast has an associated risk. Thus, each scenario
consists of a return}risk pair. Consider, therefore,
JG (u)"!1E(rG), u2#a1u!u, KG(u!u)2
?
where, instead of (4.1b), we have
rG"E(rG)#eG

(4.3)

(4.4)

and eG&N(0, KG), KG31L"L. The min}max problem is thus given by (2.1) with
the objective (4.3)
min max +!1E(rG), u2#a1u!u, KG(u!u)2"i"1,2, m;
S
G

u3X,,
(4.5)

or by the nonlinear programming problem (2.4)
min +l"+!1E(rG), u2#a1u!u, KG(u!u)2,4l,
S JZ1L>
i"1,2, m; u3X,.

(4.6)

M (Rival Return Scenarios; Rival Risk Scenarios). The third possibility arises
when rival forecast return scenarios and rival forecast risk scenarios exist relatively
independently and it is desired to compute the best investment strategy that takes
account of the worst-case of the return as well as the risk scenarios. Hence,
consider the problem
min max +!1E(rG), u2#a1u!u, KH(u!u)2"u3X;
S GH
K
i"1,2, mP; j"1,2, m ,

(4.7)
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where mP and m are the numbers of return and risk scenarios respectively.
The equivalent nonlinear programming problem to (4.7) is given by
min +!l#a "R2u51Hl; 1u!u, KH(u!u)24 ;
S J (Z1L>
K
j"1,2, m ; u3X,,

(4.8)

P

where 31, 1H is the m -dimensional vector whose elements are all unity and
P
R31L"K is a matrix similar to (4.2a). In (4.7)}(4.8), for given a, the worst-case
return 1E(rG), u2, given by l, and the worst-case risk 1u!u, KH(u!u)2, given
by , are identi"ed for some i, j.
The results below establish that the min}max problems (4.1)}(4.2), (4.5)}(4.6)
and (4.7)}(4.8) are continuous in terms of the maximizers l and as a changes
and determine the Markowitz e$ciency of the l} frontier for (4.1)}(4.2)
and (4.7).
Lemma 4. Let [u (a), l (a)] denote the solutions of (4.1)}(4.2) and (4.5)}(4.6). Let
H
H
[u (a), l (a),
(a)] denote the solution of (4.8). Let the Jacobian matrices
H
H
H
associated with the xrst-order optimality conditions of (4.1)}(4.2), (4.5)}(4.6)
and (4.8) be nonsingular. Then [u (a), l (a)] and [u (a), l (a), (a)] are
H
H
H
H
H
continuous in a.
Proof. The proof follows from Fiacco (1976, Corollary 2.1).
Lemma 5. The frontier of l (a) and 1u (a)!u, K(u (a)!u)2 determined
H
H
H
by (4.1)}(4.2) and the frontier of l (a) and
determined by (4.8) are Pareto
H
H
(Markowitz), ezcient.
Proof. The proof follows from the convexity of problems (4.1)}(4.2) and
(4.8). 䊐
M (Fixed Return; Rival Benchmark/Risk Scenarios). The fourth possibility
arises from rival benchmark weights and rival risk scenarios. The investor may
wish to consider a portfolio (i.e. u) that attempts to track more than one set of
benchmark weights (i.e. u). In this case, min}max would try to compute the best
set of weights corresponding to the worst departure from the given set of
benchmarks. A similar problem is due to di!erent risk scenarios, in the form of
rival variance estimates. Consider, therefore, the problem
min max +!1E(r), u2#a1u!uH, KG(u!uH)2" j"1,2, mH,
S
GH
i"1,2, mG; u3X,,
where uH is the jth rival benchmark and KG is the ith rival variance.

(4.9)
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Clearly, there are further possible combinations of the above portfolio models. Their e$ciency can be similarly evaluated. For example, in the case of (4.9),
interpreted as min}max Model with i"1 in (4.7), the e$ciency discussed in
Lemma 5 applies.
The only min}max portfolio case for which Markowitz e$ciency cannot
be established, as a varies, is min}max portfolio Model given by (4.5)}
(4.6). In this case, the noninferiority property of min}max in Lemma 2 ensures
that
!1E(rl), u (a)2#a1u (a)!u, Kl(u (a)!u)2
H
H
H
4!1E(rH), u (a)2#a1u (a)!u, KH(u (a)!u)2
H
H
H

(4.10)

∀jl "0, jH 3(0, 1). In other words, min}max assures a basic optimal perforH
H
mance, de"ned by the utility functions corresponding to the worst-case (maximizing) scenario, indicated by index j. This performance is maintained, or
improved, if any other scenario, not active in the min}max strategy and indicated by index l, happens to represent the future. However, the relation
between 1E(rH), u (a)2 and 1u (a)!u, KH(u (a)!u)2, as a varies, cannot be
H
H
H
assured to be Markowitz e$cient. One important issue in this respect is the fact
that if there is more than one i, j that corresponds to the maximum, then jG ,
H
jH 3(0, 1) and
H
!1E(rG), u (a)2#a1u (a)!u, KG(u (a)!u)2
H
H
H
"!1E(rH), u (a)2#a1u (a)!u, KH(u (a)!u2.
H
H
H

(4.11)

The risk}return frontiers +1E(rH), u (a)2; 1u (a)!u, KH(u (a)!u)2, and
H
H
H
+1E(rG), u (a)2; 1u (a)!u, KG(u (a)!u)2, would be di!erent, in general. The
H
H
H
frontiers corresponding to all i, j have the same utility, as long as (4.11) is
satis"ed. Nevertheless, these frontiers are not Markowitz e$cient. This is essentially the price paid to achieve the equality in (4.11): if there is a single maximizer
such that there is no equality among utilities and one j dominates all other
scenarios, then it can be veri"ed that the 1E(rH), u (a)2 and 1u (a)!u,
H
H
KH(u (a)!u)2 frontier is also Markowitz e$cient. In the case when (4.11) is
H
achieved between at least two risk}return scenarios, the loss of e$ciency needs
to be evaluated in view of the robustness it brings for given a. The e$cient
investment strategy for any particular scenario, for that a, would lead to
a deteriorated performance that is at best the same as min}max, or considerably
worse, if any of the other scenarios were realized.
The frontiers corresponding to equality (4.11) are plotted for comparison
with the corresponding e$cient strategy for each scenario. Then, we measure
the deterioration in performance if another scenario is realised (e.g. Fig. 8
below).
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5. Numerical experiments
As an application of the ideas developed in this paper, we consider an
international bond portfolio problem using three classes of assets in sixteen
currencies. The benchmark weights u are chosen to track the time series of JP
Morgan world government bond index in return terms. The assets are six month
money market instruments, "ve year and ten year (benchmark) bonds in USA
(T), Canada, Australia, Japan (JGB), Germany (BUND), Holland (DSL), France
(BTAN), Belgium (OLO), Denmark (DGB), UK (Gilt), ECU, Italy (BTP), Spain
(Bono), Sweden (SGB), Switzerland, New Zealand.
5.1. Notation
In the "gures below, &absolute return' indicates 1E(r), u 2 and is plotted as
H
% per annum, as E(r) is represented in % per annum. Also, &relative risk'/&active
risk' indicates
(1u !u, K(u !u)
H
H
and, as the risk of the return, it is expressed in % per annum. The following
notation is used throughout:
Model: M (Return Risk). Model is the simple mean}variance optimization
(1.1)}(1.2), given a return and a risk estimate. Often, this provides the basis for
comparison with other evaluations and strategies. M (Return Risk) indicates
the particular Return and Risk used in the optimization. It corresponds to
a strategy (i.e. a set of weights) and a performance represented by an e$cient
risk-return frontier.
Model: M ([Rival-Return]2[Rival-Return]G2; Risk). Model is the
min}max evaluation with rival return estimates and a single risk. Consequently,
M ([Rival}Return]G; Risk) indicates the particular return scenarios and risk
used to compute the min}max strategy. The result of M is a strategy (i.e. a set of
weights) and a guaranteed lower bound on the e$cient performance (i.e. riskreturn frontier) of the strategy. This lower bound corresponds to the worst-case
and performance may only improve if the worst-case scenario is not realised.
Model: M ([Rival-Return Rival-Risk]2[Rival-Return Rival-Risk]G2).
Given rival risk and return pairs, this computes the min}max strategy for all. It
corresponds to a strategy (i.e. a set of weights). However, there is no unique
performance measure. Each risk and return pair yields a corresponding
mean}variance performance. Neither performance is guaranteed to be e$cient.
The performance of the strategy is evaluated given each scenario.
Model: M ([Rival-Return]G [Rival-Risk]H, i, j"1, 2,2). With the rival return and rival risks considered as individual scenarios, the min}max strategy is
evaluated for the worst-case i and j. The strategy also corresponds to a worstcase performance e$cient frontier. As in M, M provides a guaranteed lower
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bound on performance which may only improve (or remain the same) if any
scenario, other than the worst-case, is realised.
Model: M (Return; [Rival-Risk]2[Rival-Risk]G2). For a given return and
rival risk scenarios, the min}max strategy yields a similar guaranteed lower
bound e$cient frontier to M and M.
Evaluation: E (ReturnG RiskH; MK) m"0, 1, 2, 3, 4. Each Model MK discussed
above corresponds to an investment or portfolio strategy based on certain
scenario(s). We are sometimes interested in evaluating the e!ect of implementing
this strategy assuming a scenario is realised. Hence, E (ReturnG RiskH; MK) is the
performance evaluation of the strategy based on Model MK if the scenarios
ReturnG, RiskH are realised.
Example: E (ReturnG RiskH; M (ReturnI RiskJ)). This is the performance evaluation of the optimal mean}variance strategy M(ReturnI RiskJ) using another
scenario: ReturnG RiskH. The result is a risk-return frontier indicating the consequence of implementing the optimal strategy based on (k l ) if the rival scenario
(i j ) is realised. Thus, E(DF;M(PF)) is the frontier arising from the evaluation of
the mean}variance strategy based on return scenario P, risk scenario F when
return scenario D and risk scenario F is realised (see Fig. 3).
5.2. Model 1: M 1 (Core Doom Prosperity; Forecast Risk)
Using the interest rate and exchange rate forecasts for each country, adopting
US$ as the base currency, three di!erent return scenarios are obtained. The "rst
of these is the &core' (C) scenario, or the basic expected state for the overall
system. The second is the &prosperity' (P) scenario, representing a better than
average performance of the underlying economies. The third is the &doom' (D)
scenario, representing the pessimistic point of view. The risk is identi"ed with
the past covariance of the &forecast' errors (F). This contrasts with the &historical'
covariance (H) of the actual instruments used in later models. The model is thus
denoted by M(PCD; F).
Remark 1. Each risk}return frontier starts at the lower end, near the origin, with
the portfolio return that can be achieved at lowest risk (i.e. as aPR) and ends
with the highest return with the highest risk (i.e. with a"0). Thus, the two ends
of each frontier may be di!erent if, for the given scenario(s) and optimal strategy,
the portfolio return values corresponding to these two end points are di!erent.
Fig. 1 illustrates the basic guaranteed return represented by &min}max lower
bound' M(PCD; F). This is an e$cient frontier. Near the risk-averse end of the
frontier, it is based on the &doom' scenario. Subsequently, it becomes jointly
based on both the &core' and &doom' scenarios. When the &doom' scenario is the
sole determinant of the strategy, we observe that if any of the other two
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Fig. 1. Model 1, the min}max strategy and its evaluation with all scenarios.

scenarios are realised, the min}max strategy results in an improved performance, represented by the graphs lying above the min}max lower bound. When
&core' and &doom' scenarios determine the min}max strategy, the basic guaranteed min}max performance is the same for either of these, and improves if
&prosperity' is realised. For a given level of risk, represented by the horizontal
axis, the performance of the min}max strategy has a direct interpretation in
terms of the three multipliers associated with the scenarios in Fig. 2 (see Lemma
2). The initial part, when &doom' determines the strategy, the multiplier
j(DF; M(CPD; F))
corresponding to &doom' is unity while the other two multipliers are zero. At this
stage, Parts (c) and (d) of Lemma 2 also assert that the portfolio returns
corresponding to the zero multipliers would be greater than &doom'. When
&doom' and &core' jointly determine the strategy, the corresponding multipliers
j(CF; M), j(DF; M) are nonzero, sum to unity and the returns are the same,
while &prosperity' multiplier j(PF; M) has null value and the return is higher if
this scenario is realised (see Parts (a) and (b) of Lemma 2).
Figs. 3}5 illustrate the e$cient mean}variance frontiers for each individual
scenario (i.e. M(PF), M(DF), M(CF)) and evaluate the performance of these
portfolio strategies if any of the other scenarios are realized. Any loss thereby
incurred is contrasted with the guaranteed lower bound of the min}max strategy. In Fig. 3, the optimal &prosperity' strategy deteriorates substantially if any of
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Fig. 2. Model 1 multiplier lambdas vs risk in the min}max strategy.

Fig. 3. Prosperity optimal strategy, cross evaluations comparison with Model 1.

the other two scenarios are realised. The &doom' scenario E(DF; M(PF)) is
especially disastrous and the &core' scenario E(CF; M(PF)) is close to the
min}max guaranteed lower bound. The &doom' scenario starts with min}max as
the latter is initially based on &doom'. We note that, as explained in Remark 1,
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Fig. 4. Core optimal strategy, cross evaluations comparison with Model 1.

Fig. 5. Doom optimal strategy, cross evaluations comparison with Model 1.

the min}max portfolio terminates at a lower risk level as that corresponds to
the highest return achieved under min}max. Indeed, it can be veri"ed in Figs.
3}5 that, when evaluated against a di!erent strategy, both &core' and &doom'
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scenarios, which determine min}max, lead to lower performance than min}max
after this point.
In the absence of any special diversi"cation constraints in X, the risky
portfolio in the ordinary Markowitz mean}variance analysis, given by (1.1) with
a"0, corresponds to a trivial linear programming problem solved by investing
the full wealth in the asset with highest return. A special feature of min}max is
that even in this risky situation, the investment is generally diversi"ed if more
than one scenario determines the strategy. The reason for this can be veri"ed in
(2.4) when more than one element of JK (u)41Hl is satis"ed as equality at the
solution. This feature was also observed in the numerical experiments.
In Fig. 4, the optimal &core' strategy provides a performance close to
min}max. This improves if the &prosperity' scenario is realized but deteriorates
well below &min}max' when &doom' is realised.
In Fig. 5, the optimal &doom' strategy is evaluated. In this "gure, we can also
identify a potentially suboptimal worst-case: given the single-scenario optimal
strategies in Figs. 3}5, we evaluate the deterioration in performance if any of the
other two scenarios are realised. The single-scenario optimal portfolio that leads to
the least deterioration of performance is a potentially suboptimal worst case. In this
experiment, optimal &doom' corresponds to this worst case. Initially, at the lower
risk end, this happens to coincide with min}max and it is clearly e$cient. After
the min}max and doom strategies separate, this worst case continues as the
optimal &doom' strategy, with its performance evaluated relative to &core' and
then &prosperity' as the scenarios with least deterioration. It can be observed that
the suboptimal worst case becomes ine$cient after it departs from the &doom'
optimal and min}max strategies as it corresponds to lower return for higher
risk. Consequently, the suboptimal worst case would clearly not be implemented
after this deviation. This is in contrast to the min}max strategy that is well
de"ned, e$cient and continues to provide a guaranteed lower bound after the
deviation.
To illustrate the robust nature of min}max, Fig. 6 plots the mean}variance
utility function values (i.e. the combination of mean and variance for a given a).
Each point on these curves corresponds to the solution of (2.6) for a given j.
Thus, the individual utility functions corresponding to each scenario are plotted.
In addition, for the given value of j, the combination of the utilities are plotted.
It can be veri"ed that for j"0, the strategy is based on M(DF) and for j"1, it
is based on M(CF). As j is increased from 0 to 1, the combination of the utility
functions
j;(CF; M(CD; F))#(1!j);(DF; M(CD; F))
passes through a maximum with respect to j where
;(CF; M(CD; F))";(DF; M(CD; F)).
This point corresponds to the min}max solution (see Lemma 2).
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Fig. 6. The robust nature of min-max.

5.3. Model 2: M 2 (C Forecast-Risk, D Historical-Risk)
Rival scenarios considered are the &core' return with the covariance of &forecast' errors as the risk and &doom' return with the &historical' covariance of the
returns. We denote this model by M(CF, DH). The min}max strategy is based
on the worst-case scenario for a given a. Hence, there are two performance
frontiers corresponding to the two scenarios. These are plotted in Fig. 7 as E(CF;
M(CF, DH)) and E(DH; M(CF, DH)). Both evaluations indicate the performance of the strategy for the corresponding scenario. Hence, the investor would
need to consider and decide on the basis of both frontiers. The plots also con"rm
the earlier observation that this strategy would not necessarily lead to an
e$cient frontier. However, min}max assures that the basic utility of the investor,
measured by the combination of risk and return, for any given value of a, may
only improve if the worst-case scenario is not realized (see (4.10)). For comparison, the M strategies for rival return and single risk models used in this case are
also plotted. The basic guaranteed return insurance provided by this strategy is
illustrated in Fig. 8, comparing the e$cient mean}variance frontiers M(D; H),
M(C; F) and their cross evaluations E(CF;M(D; H)) and E(DH; M(C; F)). The
deterioration observed in the latter two can be avoided by considering the
robust strategy due to M.
5.4. Model 3: M 3 (CF-Risk, DH-Risk, CH-Risk, DF-Risk)
In this case, two types of rival scenarios are considered: return scenarios and
risk scenarios. Speci"cally, we consider the model M(CF, DH, CH, DF). The
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Fig. 7. Model 2 evaluations.

Fig. 8. Model 2 and comparison with M strategies.

result is a strategy which yields an e$cient risk-return frontier representing
a basic guaranteed performance given the scenarios. The result is plotted in
Fig. 9 with M(CD; F), M(CD; H) for comparison. The M strategies for single
risk are rather close to M, with M(CD; F) and M coinciding. Clearly, the
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Fig. 9. Model 3 evaluations and the non-inferiority of min}max in view of the other scenarios.

forecast risk is dominant over the risk scenarios and this is the sort of indication
that might be used to alert a forecaster. This "gure also indicates evaluations
E(CF; M), E(CH; M), E(DF; M), E(DH; M). This illustrates that the performance of the strategy can only improve from the basic guaranteed one provided
by M, if any scenario other than the worst case is realised.
Fig. 10 indicates the di!erences in the strategies for a given a. For M with
di!erent risk estimates and M, the portfolio allocation varies considerably.
5.5. Model 4: M (C; F-Risk H-Risk) and M (D; F-Risk H-Risk)
We consider two single return and multiple risk models: M(C; FH) and
M(D; FH). As in M and M, the result is a strategy which gives rise to an
e$cient risk-return frontier for each M. Each frontier represents a guaranteed
performance in view of the scenarios considered. In both cases, the basic
guaranteed min}max performance is based on M(CF), M(CH) and M(DF),
M(DH) and these are given in Fig. 11. The min}max strategy corresponding to
M(C; FH) and optimal strategies M(CF), M(CH) are given in Fig. 12:
M corresponds to the guaranteed performance which can only improve if any
other scenario, other than the worst case is realised. The corresponding case for
M(D; FH) is given in Fig. 13, with M(DF), M(DH). This case is of interest as
the guaranteed mean}variance performance seems to be obtained using a combination of M(DF), M(DH). Actually, although the min}max strategy is able
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Fig. 10. Di!erences in minimax strategies.

Fig. 11. Model 0 performance for four scenarios used in Model 4.

to ensure this performance, it has the noninferiority property: whichever scenario is realised, the performance will not deteriorate.
The cross evaluations of M(DF), M(DH), given by E(DF;M(DH)),
E(DH; M(DF)), indicate that performance deteriorates considerably for the
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Fig. 12. Model 4 with &core' return forecast as a guaranteed basic performance for (CF) (CH).

Fig. 13. Model 4 with &Doom' return forecast as a guaranteed basic performance for (DF) (DH).

optimal strategies based on a single scenario. The comparison of both cases with
M(CD; F) and M(CD; H) is given in Fig. 14. The worst-case analysis of return
scenarios, given each risk estimate, seems to have led mostly to a more cautious
strategy than the worst-case analysis of the risk scenarios, for each return
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Fig. 14. Model 4 evaluation, comparison with Model 1.

estimate. Furthermore, for higher levels of risk, the relative performance of the
two M strategies seem to switch and M(D; FH) overtakes M(C; FH). The
reason is that &doom' seems to result in higher returns over &core' at high levels of
risk, as illustrated by the performance of the individual optimal strategies in
Fig. 11.
The multipliers j for M(C; FH) and M(D; FH) are plotted in Figs. 15 and 16.
The switches in j in this "gure correspond to the switches in the dominant
strategy determining the guaranteed performance, in Fig. 13. The corresponding
numerical result for M(C; FH) is omitted. In this case, the dominance of one
strategy, in determining the guaranteed performance, is observed by the selection of j(CF, M(C; FH))"1 in most cases. Finally, Fig. 17 illustrates the
portfolio holdings of the min}max strategy M(D; FH) and the optimal strategy
M(DF). While the two have a very similar risk-return performance, as illustrated in Fig. 13, the underlying portfolio holdings are slightly di!erent. As
mentioned above, the min}max strategy performance is guaranteed whereas the
optimal strategy M may deteriorate if the alternative scenario is realised.

6. Concluding remarks
The min}max strategy discussed in this paper is essentially an addition to
the arsenal of computational tools available to those interested in optimal
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Fig. 15. Model 4 (C; FH) the multiplier lambdas vs risk.

Fig. 16. Model 4 (D; FH) the multiplier lambdas vs risk.

portfolios. As in the case of the original Markowitz framework, the success of the
present method depends on the precision of the data input to the problem. If the
scenario choice is judicious, then the method is bound to be successful. If
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Fig. 17. Strategy comparison for M(D; FH) and M(D; F).

the method is used as a substitute to wise problem formulation, for example, by
specifying as many scenarios as possible to cover all future contingencies, then
the performance of the method will deteriorate. Either the worst case will be
unnecessarily pessimistic or numerical problems will occur due to the linear
dependence of the objective function gradient vectors corresponding to the
(multiple) maximizing scenarios. There is, thus, no substitute for judicious
investment analysis.
The present method enables the decision maker to specify the scenarios
that seem to be likely and to compute the worst-case optimal investment
portfolio. This portfolio ensures a basic return-risk performance, given
the rival scenarios. According to Lemma 2, this performance is guaranteed
to be maintained, or improved upon if any of the speci"ed scenarios are
realised.
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